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Abstract—Interference among applications frequently occurs
in a datacenter and significantly influences the cost-efficiency
and the user experience. However, it is challenging for us to
quantify the exact intensity of the interference that occurred
in the overall system of a datacenter, because there are many
concurrent applications in a datacenter, and their type can be
either latency-critical (LC) and best-effort (BE). To address this
issue, we present the Ah-Q which includes a theory and a strategy.

First, we propose the “system entropy” (ES) theory to holisti-
cally and analytically quantify the interference in a datacenter to
address this vital issue. The interference is caused by the scarcity
of resources or/and the irrationality of scheduling. As more
appropriate scheduling can compensate for resource scarcity,
we derive the concept of “resource equivalence” to quantify
the effectiveness of a resource scheduling strategy. We evaluate
different resource scheduling strategies to validate the correctness
and effectiveness of the proposed theory.

Moreover, using the theory to eliminate interference, we
propose a new resource scheduling strategy; i.e., ARQ, which
dynamically allocates the isolated resources and the shared
resources to simultaneously harvest the benefits of isolation and
sharing. Our results show that compared to the state-of-the-
art strategies (PARTIES and CLITE), ARQ is more effective
to reduce the tail latency of the LC applications and to increase
the IPC of the BE applications. Compared with PARTIES and
CLITE, ARQ increases the yield (the ratio of satisfactory LC
applications) by 25% and 20%, respectively; when the load is
low, ARQ increases IPC of BE applications by 63.8% and 37.1%,
respectively; ARQ reduces ES by 36.4% and 33.3%, respectively.
The effectiveness of ARQ has saved resources significantly to
achieve the same satisfactory overall user experience.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a typical datacenter, there are two types of applications.

The first type is latency-critical (LC) applications, such as

Redis [1] and Moses [24]. User experience of these LC ap-

plications is affected by tail latency and user expectation. The

second type is best-effort (BE) applications, e.g., Spark [54]

and Fluidanimate [3]. Performance of these BE applications

is usually quantified in terms of instructions-per-cycle (IPC).

To improve resource efficiency in a datacenter, multiple

applications are typically collocated on the same node. How-

ever, interference and contention in shared hardware resources

negatively affect applications’ performance [5, 7, 10, 20, 30, 41,

51, 52, 53]. For LC applications, interference can make an

exceedingly destructive impact because the user experience is

pretty sensitive to the tail latency. For BE applications, though

not fatal effects, the drop of IPC due to interference is still

desired to be as small as possible. The user experience of

BE applications should not be overlooked. We use relative

importance (RI) to term the importance difference between

LC and BE applications.

As many different applications are concurrently running in a

datacenter, we have an array of tail latency or instructions per

cycle (IPC) values, which makes it challenging for us to tell the

exact intensity of the interference that occurred in the overall

system of a datacenter (a detailed example will be presented

in Section II-C). The reason is that the tail latency and IPC

are from an individual application perspective rather than the

system perspective. Hence, how to quantify and reduce the

interference collectively in a datacenter is a vital issue that

needs to be addressed.

Prior work has used various methods to quantify inter-

ference, including the ratio of tail latency over instruction

throughput [44], reduced service rate of a virtual machine

(VM), and the duration of interference [47, 48]. These methods

are effective and make sense in special cases. However, they

are mainly ad hoc, and their units are not well defined, making

it difficult to apply in different scenarios.

In this study, we propose system entropy (ES) to quantify the

interference in a datacenter, following a three-step paradigm

inspired by information entropy. Recall that Shannon has

quantified uncertainty using information entropy in three steps

[40]. Shannon first gave the required properties of information

entropy, then proposed an analytical expression, and proved

that the expression satisfies the required properties. ES is

fundamentally different from information entropy, but will

also be proposed in a similar three-step manner. That is, we

first itemize the required properties of ES, and then propose

the analytical expression of ES, and finally validate that the

expression has the required properties. Based on the analysis

of the interference phenomenon of datacenters, we analyze

the reasons for high tail latency, and then we distinguish and

quantify three different types of interference.

ES systematically quantifies the degree of interference in

a datacenter. Specifically, ES can be decomposed into LC

entropy (ELC) and BE entropy (EBE). ELC quantifies the

interference that LC applications have received out of their

tolerance. EBE quantifies the interference that BE applications

have suffered. If a datacenter only runs LC applications, ES

is just ELC. Similarly, if there are only BE applications on the
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node, ES is simply EBE. If LC and BE applications co-exist, ES

is the linear combination of ELC and EBE. ES accommodates

the performance degradation of all the collocated applications

in the same datacenter, regardless of their characteristics and

their possibly different performance metrics. In this way,

we can use a single value to quantify interference of the

overall system, and the metric is robust to various collocation

scenarios.

We conducted a series of experiments and show how ES

changes with varying resource allocations and scheduling

strategies. We prove that ELC is correct and effective for

guiding and evaluating different resource scheduling strategies.

For instance, when ELC = 0, the tail latency requirements of

all the LC applications have been satisfied; i.e., the yield (the

ratio of satisfactory LC applications) is 100%. When ELC > 0,

the absolute value of ELC reflects how much of the overall user

experience of the LC applications has not been satisfied.

Many state-of-the-art resource managers in prior studies [8,

12, 21, 22, 26, 27, 33, 34, 35, 36] used software and hardware

resource isolation techniques to strictly isolated collocated ap-

plications, eliminating resource interference. Some researchers

[7, 14, 37] shown that resource isolation may reduce resource

utilization. However, their methods only focus on cache par-

titioning, and are only designed for BE applications. In this

study, we find that strict isolation usually reduces resource

utilization when interference among applications is not severe,

and allowing resources to be flexibly isolated or shared among

applications gives huge potential to mitigate the interference

of LC and BE applications.

In this paper, we make the following main contributions:

Ê We propose the Ah-Q toolkit which includes a theory

to quantify and a strategy to handle the interference within a

datacenter.

Ë We propose the required properties and the analytical

expression of system entropy, ES. ES is a dimensionless single

“figure of merit” of a datacenter, very useful for interference

quantification and evaluation. Based on ES, we propose the

concept of “resource equivalence” to evaluate the effectiveness

of different scheduling strategies.

Ì Using the detected entropy as the feedback signal,

to reduce interference, we design an associative scheduling

strategy, ARQ, which allows partial resource sharing among

BE and LC applications, and dynamically adjusts the size of

isolated and shared resources. A space-time resource utiliza-

tion model has been built to reveal the cause of interference

and interpret the advantages of ARQ over previous strategies.

Í We compare ARQ with the state-of-the-art strategies,

CLITE [36] and PARTIES [8]. Our evaluation results show

that, compared with PARTIES and CLITE, ARQ reduces ES

by 36.4% and 33.3% on average, respectively.

II. THE SYSTEM ENTROPY (ES)

Below, we propose the system entropy (ES) to quantify the

interference occurring in a datacenter, following Shannon’s

information entropy paradigm [40]. First, we present the

required properties of the measure (in sub-section II-A, then

TABLE I
LIST OF SYMBOL ABBREVIATIONS.

Symbol Description

T Li0 Application i’s ideal tail latency

T Li1 Tail latency of application i when it is suffering interference

Mi Maximum tail latency that application i can tolerate

Ai Interference tolerance of application i

Ri Interference that application i suffers

ReTi Remaining tolerance of application i

Qi Interference that the application i cannot tolerate

IPCsolo(i) IPC when application i is running alone

IPCreal(i) IPC when application i is suffering

RI Relative importance

ELC LC entropy

EBE BE entropy

ES System entropy

propose an analytical definition (in sub-sections II-B to II-B),

and finally, validate their consistency (in section III).

A. The Required Properties of ES

Considering the crucial influences of resource amount and

resource scheduling strategy on interference, we require ES to

satisfy the following three properties.

À Dimensionless: ES should have no dimension (e.g., its

unit should not be a time or resource unit), and its value should

be between 0 and 1. The closer the value is to 1, the greater

the interference is.

Á Resource amount sensitiveness: Given a set of co-running

applications and a resource scheduling strategy, when the

number of available resources in a datacenter increases, ES

should decrease or at least not increase.

Â Scheduling strategy sensitiveness: Given a set of co-

running applications and a fixed number of available resources,

when the scheduling strategy has reduced the resource con-

tention among applications, ES should decrease.

In the rest of this section, we introduce the analytical

expression of ES in three different scenarios in a datacenter.

Table I lists the symbol abbreviations used in this paper.

B. The Analytical Expression of ES

The first scenario is that only N different LC applications

are running, but no BE application exists in a datacenter. In

this scenario, ES is ELC, which is defined as follows.

There are three basic attributes for each LC application

in a datacenter. For application i (i = 1,2, ...,N), T Li0 de-

notes application i’s ideal tail latency (i.e., the tail latency

when application i has not suffered any interference), T Li1

is the tail latency of application i when application i is

under collocation, potentially suffering interference, and Mi

is the maximum tail latency that application i can tolerate.

Note that the ideal latency T Li0 can be obtained through

resource isolation technology to temporarily allocate sufficient

resources to application i. We can quantify the interference

tolerance of application i as Eq. (1).

Ai = 1−
T Li0

Mi

(1)



According to our observations, a user of an LC application

determines Mi following two principles: (1) The more critical

the application is, the smaller the tail latency threshold will be.

(2) Users usually choose a value from the flat to small-slope

region as Mi. Therefore, the user-defined target is a threshold

affected by many factors and is only of a reference significance

[42], and thus has some elasticity. In this study, we assume

that the relative elasticity of Mi is 5%.

Since T Li0 < Mi, the range of Ai is [0,1]. The smaller Mi

is, the closer Ai is to 0, and the smaller the application’s

interference tolerance is, and vice versa. We use Ri in Eq.

(2) to quantify the interference that application i suffers.

Ri = 1−
T Li0

T Li1
(2)

Since T Li0 < T Li1, the range of Ri is (0, 1). The smaller T Li1

is, the closer Ri is to 0, indicating that the interference suffered

by the application is small, and vice versa. We use ReTi in Eq.

(3) to represent the remaining tolerance of application i after

being interfered.

ReTi =

(

Ai > Ri ? 1−
T Li1

Mi

: 0

)

(3)

We use Qi in Eq. (4) to represent the interference that

application i cannot tolerate. When the interference application

i suffers (i.e., Ri) is larger than the interference tolerance (i.e.,

Ai), Qi = 1− Mi
T Li1

. Otherwise, Qi = 0.

Qi =

(

Ri > Ai ? 1−
Mi

T Li1
: 0

)

(4)

The Ai, Ri and Qi above inspired us to develop a re-

source scheduling strategy (referred to as ARQ) which will

be presented in Section IV. Moreover, we define ELC as the

interference that the LC applications cannot tolerate, which

can be expressed as Eq. (5).

ELC =
1

N

N

∑
i=1

Qi (5)

The second scenario is that only M different BE applications

are running, but no LC application exists in a datacenter. In this

scenario, ES is the BE entropy (EBE). As shown in Eq. (6), we

define EBE as the slowdown incurred by the interference that

the BE applications have suffered, where IPCsolo(i) denotes

the IPC when the BE application i runs alone and IPCreal(i)
denotes the IPC when the BE application i suffers interference.

EBE = 1−
M

∑
M
i=1

IPCsolo(i)
IPCreal(i)

(6)

When none of the BE applications suffers any interference,

EBE is 0. The higher the interference occurring for application

i is, the larger the ratio of IPCsolo(i) over IPCreal(i) is, and

the closer the value of EBE is to 1.

The third scenario is that LC and BE applications co-exist

in a datacenter. In this scenario, as shown in Eq. (7), ES is

Fig. 1. Tail latency of the LC applications, IPC of the BE application and
the entropy values under resource scheduling strategies A and B. The dotted
box represents the QoS target of the LC applications.

the linear combination of ELC and EBE, where the relative

importance (RI) is involved.

ES = RI×ELC +(1−RI)×EBE (7)

The rationale behind Eq. (7) is to eliminate ELC and EBE

simultaneously to achieve the minimum ES. Generally, the

range of RI is [0, 1]. However, when the resources are in-

sufficient, reducing ELC should take precedence over reducing

EBE, which changes the range of RI into [0.5, 1].

Interestingly, Scenario 1 and 2 are the extreme cases of

Scenario 3. Specifically, when only BE applications exist in

a datacenter, only EBE needs to be considered in system

entropy, and therefore RI is chosen to be 0. This is typical

in conventional high-performance computing. When only LC

applications are running in the system, RI is assigned to be

1. The larger the value of RI, the higher the priority of the

LC applications over that of the BE applications. Datacenter

managers can determine the value of RI by considering several

factors (e.g., the criticality of LC applications, the fairness

among all the applications, and the economic benefit of the

datacenter). In this study, without losing representativeness,

we set RI to 0.8.

In our current model, all LC applications are treated equally,

and so as BE applications. The reason is that we focus on

the criticality difference between LC and BE applications. If

necessary, the ES model can be extended to involve different

RI factors among the same type of applications.

C. Advantages of ES

This section will show the advantages of the proposed ES

over tail latency and IPC with a simple example. Figure 1

shows the tail latency, tail latency threshold of the LC appli-

cations and IPC of the BE applications under two different

strategies (i.e., A and B). With the IPC and tail latency values

shown in Figure 1, it is not straightforward for us to distinguish

which strategy is better, yet we can precisely and reasonably

do this with ES. The reason lies in the following advantages

of ES.

First, ES is concise and easy-to-use in practice. If IPC and

tail latency are used, there will be many individual perfor-

mance data that must be considered simultaneously. Assume

N different LC applications and M different BE applications

coexist in a datacenter. For each strategy, we need to examine

2N+M different performance values (i.e., the tail latency and



the target threshold of each LC application, and the IPC of

each BE application). In the example of Figure 1, even though

there are only three LC applications and one BE application

(the number of collocated applications is much larger in the

real cloud [18]), for each strategy, we still need to examine 7

values at the same time (3 tail latency values, 3 tail latency

thresholds and 1 IPC value), which is a challenging task.

Second, ES reflects the overall user experience of many

collocated applications more comprehensively. The change in

the resource scheduling strategy may improve the performance

of some applications and degrade the performance of others. In

this example, for strategy B, although the tail latency of LC

application Img-dnn is improved, the BE application’s IPC

has dramatically deteriorated. Therefore, with IPC and tail

latency, it is difficult to determine whether the overall user

experience of the datacenter is improved or not. QoS guarantee

does not necessitate reducing ELC to zero; that is, a small ELC

is tolerable. ES reflects this observation in its definition. It is

noteworthy that strategy A is not inferior to strategy B because

the QoS violation in strategy A is tolerable. The LC application

(Img-dnn) QoS violation is small (i.e., 4.4%), which is less

than the elasticity of the tail latency threshold (i.e., 5%), and

the IPC improvement of the BE application (Fluidanimate) is

significant (from 1.15 to 2.63, that is 128.7%), so it is more

reasonable to prefer strategy A over strategy B.

Third, ES can be used to define resource equivalence. Given

the budget and power constraints, it becomes increasingly

difficult to increase the available resources of a datacenter [49].

Therefore, it is crucial to focus on improving the usage and

increasing the utilization of resources rather than increasing

available resources. When evaluating the optimization of a

datacenter, we can express the effectiveness in the following

form: when achieving the same “overall user experience”, how

many resources can be saved by a new strategy compared

to the baseline strategy. We can use ES to evaluate the

improvement of a scheduling strategy over another one in

terms of resource saving. We say a scheduling strategy p1

is inferior to p2 if p1 has to use more resources to achieve

the same ES as p2. Suppose the amount of resources used

by p2 is R, and p1 uses ∆R more sources, this means that

ES(p1, R+∆R) = ES(p2, R). The improvement from p1 to

p2 is equivalent to increasing ∆R amount of resources, and

∆R is referred to as the resource equivalence of strategy p2

relative to p1.

III. VERIFICATION OF ES

In this section, we verify that the analytical expression of ES

has satisfied all the required properties listed in Section II-A.

It is easy to prove that ES has the “dimensionless” property.

We only need to focus on the other two properties.

A. Resource Amount Sensitiveness of ES

To verify how ES varies with the number of available

resources, we run one BE application (Fluidanimate) and three

LC applications (Xapian, Moses and Img-dnn with 20% of

max load) concurrently in a datacenter.

TABLE II
DETAILS OF THE LC, BE AND SYSTEM ENTROPY UNDER THE

UNMANAGED STRATEGY WITH DIFFERENT NUMBERS OF PROCESSING

UNITS.

Cores Applications T Li0 T Li1 Mi Ai Ri ReTi Qi ELC EBE ES

6

Xapian 2.77 23.99 4.22 0.34 0.88 0 0.82 - - -

Moses 2.80 16.54 10.53 0.73 0.83 0 0.36 - - -

Img-dnn 1.41 14.35 3.98 0.65 0.90 0 0.72 - - -

System - - - 0.57 0.87 0 - 0.64 0.20 0.55

7

Xapian 2.77 7.13 4.22 0.34 0.87 0 0.40 - - -

Moses 2.80 6.78 10.53 0.73 0.61 0.36 0 - - -

Img-dnn 1.41 5.65 3.98 0.65 0.59 0 0.29 - - -

System - - - 0.57 0.75 0.12 - 0.23 0.03 0.19

8

Xapian 2.77 4.18 4.22 0.34 0.34 0.01 0 - - -

Moses 2.80 4.43 10.53 0.73 0.37 0.58 0 - - -

Img-dnn 1.41 3.53 3.98 0.65 0.60 0.11 0 - - -

System - - - 0.57 0.44 0.23 - 0 0.02 0

Fig. 2. Impact of the size of available resources on ES (Xapian (20%), Moses
(20%), Img-dnn (20%), Fluidmanate).

Table II shows ELC, EBE and ES of Unmanaged when these

applications run on 6-8 cores and all LLC ways. The max

tail latency that an application can tolerate (i.e., Mi) and the

ideal tail latency T Li0 are constant values. They are measured

with enough resources, so the interference tolerance Ai does

not depend on the number of available resources. When 6

processor cores are available, the real tail latency T Li1 of the

three applications is higher than the Mi, so ReTi is equal to

0. When more processor cores are available, ReTi increases to

0.23, indicating that the remaining tolerance of the system is

high at present, and there exist redundant resources that can

be used to handle more requests.

When resources are scarce (the number of processor cores is

7), ELC is large (i.e., 0.23). At this time, reducing the number

of available processing units to 6, will make the tail latency

deviate significantly from Mi and thus ELC is increased to

0.64. However, if the number of processor cores increases to

8, the interference among applications will be reduced to an

application-tolerable level (∀i,Ri < Ai), and ELC becomes 0 at

this time.

Figure 2 shows ES of Unmanaged and ARQ when the

number of available processing units ranges from 4 to 10,

and the number of LLC ways per set ranges from 4 to 20.

When the number of available resources decreases for both

strategies, ES shows an increasing trend, verifying the second

property of ES. When the number of resources is sufficient

(e.g., 10 processing units, 20 LLC ways), even if with the

Unmanaged strategy, the interference among applications is

small, with ES only 0.006. When the number of resources is



Fig. 3. An illustration of the concept of “resource equivalence”.

insufficient (e.g., 6 processing units, 20 LLC ways), resource

contention is severe, which causes ES as high as 0.53. For

the ARQ strategy, when the resources are sufficient (e.g., 10

processing units, 20 LLC ways), ES is 0.008. However, when

the number of resources is insufficient (6 processing units, 20

LLC ways), ES of the ARQ strategy is 0.15.

B. Scheduling Strategy Sensitiveness of ES

Resource equivalence describes the difference in the number

of resources between two different scheduling strategies when

they reach the same ES. The concept of “resource equivalence”

is illustrated in different forms as shown in Figure 3(a) and

(b). Figure 3(a) shows ES of two strategies: Unmanaged and

ARQ (the experimental setup will be described in Section V).

The x-axis is the total number of available processing units,

and the y-axis is the corresponding ES. To make ES reach

0.25, the Unmanaged strategy requires 7.61 cores, while the

proposed ARQ strategy only requires 5.61 cores. The two-core

resource that ARQ saved is the resource equivalence of the

ARQ strategy compared to the Unmanaged strategy. Similarly,

when ES is 0.4, the resource equivalence is 1.83 cores.

Figure 3(b) shows the isentropic lines of different schedul-

ing strategies when ES = 0.3. Each line represents the number

of processing cores (y-axis) and LLC ways (x-axis) required

to achieve the same ES (i.e., 0.3). As shown in Figure 3(b),

when there are more than 10 LLC ways (the right side of

the red dashed line), the isentropic lines of ARQ, CLITE and

PARTIES are close to each other (i.e., resource equivalence R

is close to 0). However, when the number of available LLC

ways < 10, the total amount of available resource is scarce

and resource conflict is severe, and ARQ is able to achieve

the same ES with much fewer processing cores. For example,

when 8 LLC ways are available, compared to PARTIES and

CLITE, ARQ has saved 1 processing core for the data center,

that is, the resource equivalence is 1 processing core (i.e.,

12.5% processing cores). Similarly, using ARQ instead of

the Unmanaged strategy brings a resource equivalence of 2

processing cores to the data center when 8 LLC ways are

available (i.e., 25% processing cores have been saved).

IV. THE ARQ SCHEDULING STRATEGY

In this section, we propose a scheduling strategy called ARQ

to combine the advantages of resource sharing and resource

isolation to reduce system entropy. The name of the strategy

is to denote that Ai, Ri and Qi in section II-B are three vital

factors of an LC application.

Fig. 4. An illustration of the space-time model (for brevity, only one resource
slice and eight time-slices are considered).

A. Demonstrating the Key Insight via a Space-time Model

It is observed that, resource isolation can reduce perfor-

mance uncertainty, and resource sharing can increase resource

utilization and overall throughput. Therefore, we exploit the

combination of resource isolation and resource sharing to

make ES as small as possible.

The state-of-the-art resource scheduling strategies [7, 8, 16,

27, 36] used resource isolation techniques to guarantee the

QoS. That is, each application can only use the resources

allocated to itself but cannot use the resources allocated to

other applications. However, the resource isolation in these

strategies leads to low resource utilization.

Take the processing unit resources as an example. We

assume that only when the datacenter can provide a service

rate of at least U , the QoS target of the LC applications can be

satisfied. We also assume that one core can provide a service

rate of 0.8U , and two cores can provide a service rate of 1.6U .

If we allocate only one core to the LC application, the tail

latency of the LC applications will violate the QoS target,

since the service rate is 0.8U , which is less than U . However,

if two cores are allocated to the LC application, the QoS target

of the LC application can be met, but it would degrade the

throughput of the BE application due to the waste of resources.

As shown in Figure 4, a space-time model is presented to

illustrate different resource scheduling schemes. For brevity,

we only consider two LC applications (i.e., LC1 and LC2)

and one BE application (i.e., BE), and examine the usage of

only one resource-slice (e.g., one processing unit or one LLC

way) and eight time-slices. There are three different scenarios.



In scenario (a), each application is running alone, so we can

know exactly the space-time resource requirement of each

application. For a time-slice, when there exist two or more

ticks, resource contention will occur. For instance, in time-

slice 6, all the three applications need the same resource-slice,

thus resource conflict occurs.

In scenario (b), the resource-slice is isolated, and is exclu-

sively allocated to LC1, so only LC1 can use the resource-

slice, guaranteeing the QoS of LC1. However, during some

time-slices (e.g., time-slice 3), the resource-slice is not needed

by LC1, but other applications that require the resource-slice

cannot use it, incurring resource waste.

In scenario (c), the resource is shared among all the appli-

cations although the LC applications take precedence over the

BE applications. At the beginning of time-slice 3, the resource

owner is changed from LC1 to BE, increasing the throughput

of BE. Meanwhile, it is noteworthy that the change of the

resource ownership is not free, due to the context switching

overhead and/or the cache pollution. The triangle represents

that the resource-slide can boost the application performance

with overhead. At the beginning of time-slice 4, the resource

owner is transferred from BE to LC2, improving the QoS of

LC2.

Comparing (c) with (b), the number of crosses is reduced

from 10 to 6 and there are four more triangles in scenario(c),

and the resource utilization ratio has been almost doubled. The

key insight is that, although resource isolation is an effective

means for reducing performance uncertainty, resource sharing

is crucial for improving system utilization. Therefore, in terms

of the overall user experience, neither complete isolation nor

sharing is the optimal strategy, and we need to simultaneously

harvest the advantages of both isolation and sharing.

B. Design of the ARQ Strategy

A resource region includes a number of cores and cache

ways. ARQ divides resources into shared and isolated regions

based on the aforementioned key insight. Each LC application

can use not only the resource of its own isolated region,

but also the resources of the shared region, while the BE

application can only run in the shared region. If an LC

application running in the shared region can satisfy its QoS

target, the resources of the isolated region will be reduced

to 0, indicating that it can safely share resources with other

applications. Once the QoS of an LC application is severely

interfered with while running in the shared region, the ARQ

strategy will detect this interference, and gradually increase the

resources of its isolated region until the QoS target is satisfied.

Algorithm 1 shows the ARQ strategy. ARQ periodically

(e.g., every 500ms [8], 1s [33] or 2s [36]) monitors the tail

latency of each LC application and the IPC of each BE

application to calculate ReT of each LC application and ES.

Then, ARQ adjusts resource allocation according to ReT and

evaluates the effectiveness of the adjustment by ES. If the

adjustment increases ES, we cancel the adjustment and try to

take new adjustment action to avoid trapping in local optimum,

Algorithm 1 ARQ Resource Scheduling Algorithm.

1: function ARQ

2: isAd just←False, ES ← 1

3: while True do

4: Monitor the tail latency values of the LC applications and the IPC values of

BE applications periodically

5: E ′S ← ES

6: ES ← computeEntropy()

7: // ReT is an array, the elements of which are the remaining tolerance of each

LC application.

8: ReT ← computeRemainingTolerance()

9: if isAd just and ES > E ′S then

10: Cancel the last adjustment and do not allow the last victim region to be

penalized in the next 60s.

11: isAd just← False

12: else

13: isAd just← AdjustResource(ReT )

14: end if

15: end while

16: end function

17:

18: function ADJUSTRESOURCE

19: victimRegion← findVictimRegion(ReT )

20: bene f iciaryRegion← findBeneficiaryRegion(ReT )

21: // Choose one type of the resources (i.e., core, LLC, or memory bandwidth, etc)

of victimRegion.

22: ∆R← findVictimResource(victimRegion)

23: Move one unit resource of type ∆R from the victimRegion to the

bene f iciaryRegion

24: return whether the resource has been actually adjusted

25: end function

26:

27: function FINDVICTIMREGION

28: for each ReTi in descending order do

29: if ReTi > 0.1 and application i has isolated resource that allows to be

penalized then

30: return the isolated region of application i

31: end if

32: end for

33: return the shared region

34: end function

35:

36: function FINDBENEFICIARYREGION

37: Identify the application i that has the smallest ReT.

38: if ReTi < 0.05 then

39: return the isolated region of application i

40: else

41: return the shared region

42: end if

43: end function

that is, do not allow the old adjustment to occur again in the

next 60s.

In the AdjustResource function, the goal is to move one

slice of resource from a rich region to a poor region, hope-

fully decreasing ES. We determine the victim and beneficiary

regions by the findVictimRegion and the findBeneficiaryRegion

functions according to the ReT array which records the ReT of

each LC application. Then, using the findVictimResource, we

determine which type of resources will be moved or penalized.

Then, we move the selected resource from the victim region

to the beneficiary region.

In the function findVictimResource, we maintain a finite

state machine which is as same as that in [8] to determine

the order of resource adjustment. Each state of the state

machine represents a resource type (e.g., processing units,

LLC capacity, and memory bandwidth). The function will turn

to the next type when the current resource type cannot be

penalized.

The function findVictimRegion takes the ReT array as input

and outputs the victim region which donates resources to other



regions. It traverses the ReT array in descending order to

identify the application whose ReT is larger than 0.1. An

application with a large ReT may not have isolated resources,

so we need to traverse the ReT array in descending order to

determine the victim region. If no isolated region satisfies the

requirements, the shared region will be returned.

Then, the findBeneficiaryRegion function takes the ReT ar-

ray as input and outputs the beneficiary region which receives

resources from the victim region. We only need to concern the

application with the smallest ReT. if its remaining tolerance

is less than 0.05, the isolated region of the application will

become the beneficiary region. If all the LC applications have

high ReT, the shared region will be the beneficiary region.

If the victim and beneficiary regions are both shared regions,

no LC applications need more resources and no LC appli-

cations can donate resources, thus an equilibrium has been

reached and the resources adjustment will not be enforced.

Monitoring interval is configured to be 500ms, which is

consistent with that of PARTIES (see Section 4.3 in [8]). We

find that smaller interval allows the scheduler to detect and

react to QoS violation more timely, but tail latency becomes

less stable, and increases the difficulty to accurately calculate

the tail latency. Larger intervals ease tail latency calculations,

but each QoS violation will last for a longer period. We find

500ms to be a practically suitable interval from evaluation.

C. Allocation Comparison

ARQ combines the benefits of resource sharing and isola-

tion, sharing resources among the applications that have high

ReT, and isolating the applications that have low ReT. In the

following, we present two snapshots to illustrate and compare

the allocation processes of ARQ and PARTIES, when the load

of Xapian is low and high, respectively. The experimental

setup will be described in Section V.

Figure 5 shows the resource allocation snapshot when the

load of Xapian is 30%. Compared with PARTIES, ARQ

makes the BE application (i.e., Stream) have more available

resources. PARTIES allocates the isolated resources for each

application to preferentially reduce ELC. However, the user

experience of the BE application is low because it can only

use 10% processing unit and 30% LLC ways. ARQ finds that

sharing resources among all the applications except Xapian

can also make ELC 0. Therefore, in ARQ strategy, Xapian

was allocated isolated resources (10% processing unit and 25%

LLC ways) to isolate interference, while Img-dnn and Moses

shared the shared region resources with the BE application.

Although ELC of PARTIES and ARQ are both 0, ARQ is

better since it achieves a much lower EBE.

Figure 6 shows the resource allocation snapshot when the

load of Xapian is 90%. Compared with PARTIES, ARQ makes

the high-load LC application (i.e., Xapian) have more available

resources, since the other LC applications can be satisfied

only with the shared region resources. Given the high load

of Xapian, both PARTIES and ARQ want to allocate more

isolated resources for Xapian. However, to simultaneously

satisfy the QoS targets of Moses and Img-dnn, PARTIES

Fig. 5. A snapshot of the resource allocation of PARTIES and ARQ (Xapian
(30%), Moses (20%), Img-dnn (20%) and Stream). Compared with PARTIES,
ARQ makes the BE application (i.e., Stream) have more available resources
(from the shared region).

Fig. 6. A snapshot of the resource allocation of PARTIES and ARQ (Xapian
(90%), Moses (20%), Img-dnn (20%) and Stream). Compared with PARTIES,
ARQ makes the high-load LC application (i.e., Xapian) have more available
resources, since the other LC applications can be satisfied only with the shared
region resources.

allocates 50% cores and 60% LLC ways while ARQ only

allocates 30% cores and 35% LLC ways by sharing resources

among applications. As a result, PARTIES can only allocate

50% cores and 40% LLC ways to Xapian which is not enough

to satisfy the QoS target of Xapian, while ARQ allocates 70%

cores and 65% LLC ways to Xapian which can significantly

reduce ELC and ES. We will evaluate ARQ to compare it with

the state-of-the-art strategies in detail in Section VI.

D. Overhead Comparison

Like other QoS-aware scheduling strategies [8, 27], ARQ

involves overhead from two parts: monitoring the system state

(e.g., the tail latency and IPC of each application), and allocat-

ing system resources (e.g., cache, processor core) periodically.

Unlike ML-based scheduling strategies [33, 36], ARQ does not

require complex computations of resource allocations, so there

is negligible overhead of computing the resource allocation.

The monitoring overhead is negligible since we only read a

few counters every 500ms (see the last paragraph in Section

IV-B for discussion on the monitoring interval). The overhead

of resource adjustment mainly comes from warmup of cache

ways for cache re-partitioning and context switching for core

re-assignment, and it depends on the frequency of resource

re-adjustment.

When the contention is high, PARTIES can result in ping-

ponging effects between severely resource-starved applica-

tions, which incurs overhead everytime resources are switched.

Moreover, due to the long queues that have been built up

in the system, core allocation in PARTIES may would need

more than 500ms to take effect. Compared to PARTIES, ARQ

has much less ping-ponging effects, because ARQ applies

the shared region as a resource pool which provides more

resources for LC applications, reducing the likelihood of QoS

violations.

Our evaluations have involved the overhead of ARQ men-

tioned above, and the experimental results that will be pre-



sented in next sections show that ARQ has small overhead,

achieving much less QoS violations than PARTIES (see Figure

8, 9 and 10).

V. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

We conduct experiments on a real server of a datacenter.

Table III shows our experimental platform. We use the taskset

command to set the core affinity for each application and

use Intel’s Cache Allocation Technology (CAT) [17, 19] to

allocate the LLC for each core. CAT allows for a given number

of ways to be assigned to a specific application to limit the

amount of LLC space the application can occupy. Consistent

with previous studies [8], we disabled Hyper-Threading in

our experiments. We evaluate the scheduling strategies with

several application combinations. Each combination contains

multiple LC and BE applications from different domains.

TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL PLATFORM.

Component Specification

CPU Intel Xeon E5-2630 v4 (10 cores)

Processor Core Frequency 2.2GHz

Operating System CentOS 7 (kernel 5.6.11)

L1 Caches 32KB×10, 8-way set associative, split D/I

L2 Caches 256KB×10, 8-way set associative

L3 Caches 25MB, 20-way set associative

Main Memory 16GB×7, 2400MHz DDR4

NIC Intel Corporation I350 Gigabit

Network Connection (1Gbps)

Xapian is a search engine that is widely used in popular

websites and software frameworks. In our experiments, the

search index is built from a dump of the English version of

Wikipedia, and query terms are chosen randomly, following

a Zipfian distribution [2, 15]. Moses is a statistical machine

translation system. We drive Moses using randomly chosen

dialogue snippets from the English-Spanish corpus [45]. Img-

dnn is a handwriting recognition application. We drive the

application using randomly chosen samples from the MNIST

database [13]. Masstree [28] is a scalable in-memory key-

value store. We drive Masstree using a modified version of

the Yahoo Cloud Serving Benchmark [9, 23]. Sphinx [50]

is an accurate speech recognition system. Silo [46] is a in-

memory transactional database. These LC applications are

from Tailbench [23] and are instantiated with 4 threads.

TABLE IV
PARAMETER OF THE LC APPLICATIONS.

Xapian Moses Img-dnn Masstree Sphinx Silo

Tail Latency Threshold (ms) 4.22 10.53 3.98 1.05 2682 1.27

Max Load (QPS) 3400 1800 5300 4420 4.8 220

We present an example to show how we determine the

maximum load that each LC application can tolerate. We select

4 LC applications (i.e., Xapian, Moses, Img-dnn and Sphinx),

run each application with different number of processing units,

gradually increase their arrival rate of requests, and measure

the corresponding tail latency. In this study, the 95th percentile

Fig. 7. The relationship between tail latency and arrival rate of requests with
1, 2, 4 and 8 processing units (the dashed lines denote the maximal service
rate under varying core counts).

tail latency is used without losing generality. As shown in

Figure 7, the lines of different colors correspond to the number

of processor cores as 1, 2, 4, and 8. For each LC application,

as the arrival rate of requests gradually increases, tail latency

increases slowly at the beginning. When the arrival rate of

requests exceeds a certain threshold, the tail latency increases

exponentially. Similar to previous research [8, 36], we refer to

the tail latency at the load threshold as tail latency threshold,

which also means the maximum tail latency that an application

can tolerate (i.e., the Mi in Eq. (1)), and refer to the load

threshold as max load, which means the maximum load that

an application can sustain under a reasonable tail latency

target. Table IV summarizes the max load and the tail latency

threshold.

We run different BE applications in our experiments: Flu-

idanimate, Stream and Streamcluster, respectively. Fluidani-

mate and Streamcluster are taken from PARSEC benchmark

suite [3]. Fluidanimate conducts a liquid simulation that uses

a computational method to solve the Navier-Stokes equation.

Streamcluster solves the online clustering problem. Like the

LC applications, Fluidanimate and Streamcluster are both

instantiated with 4 threads. Stream [32] is a well-known

memory intensive benchmark that performs computation on

a large array that cannot fit in the LLC. To generate severe

interference to other applications on the processing units, LLC

and memory bandwidth, we instantiate Stream with 10 threads.

In addition to the proposed ARQ, we will evaluate the

following scheduling strategies using the theory of system

entropy and resource equivalence.

Unmanaged: This strategy does not distinguish between

LC and BE applications, and relies on the default scheduling

strategy of the operating system (i.e., Linux’s Completely Fair

Scheduler), and does not use any isolation mechanism.

LC-first: This strategy relies on the real-time scheduling

strategy of the operating system (i.e., round-robin). It sets the

LC applications to the real-time priority. When the real-time



process is ready, if the current core is running a non-real-time

process, the real-time process immediately preempts the non-

real-time process.

PARTIES [8]: This strategy leverages hardware and soft-

ware resource partitioning technology to adjust resource al-

locations dynamically. It strictly partitions resources between

collocated applications without resource sharing. It calculates

the slack of multiple LC applications during a fixed time

interval and determines whether resources need to be upsized

or downsized according to the slack of each LC application. In

this way, it ensures that the QoS targets of the LC applications

are not violated.

CLITE [36]: This strategy is also based on resource iso-

lation. It uses Bayesian optimization to identify or predict

desirable resource allocations, and builds a predictive model

for different resource partitioning configurations by sampling

several points in large configuration space.

VI. EVALUATION OF THE ARQ STRATEGY

In this section, we evaluate the ARQ strategy with LC,

BE and system entropy in the situation of constant load and

fluctuating load, respectively.

A. The Case of Constant Load

Collocated with Fluidanimate: In this experiment, we

concurrently run three LC applications (i.e., Xapian, Moses,

and Img-dnn) and one BE application (i.e., Fluidanimate), and

the load of the LC applications is constant.

Figure 8 shows ELC, EBE and ES of different strategies when

the load of Moses and Img-dnn is 20% (left) and 40% (right)

of the max load, respectively, and Xapian’s load varies from

10% to 90%.

When the load of the LC applications is low, the Unmanaged

strategy achieves the lowest ES among all the strategies,

showing the benefits of resource sharing. The reason is that

the interference between applications is not severe at this time,

and resource sharing can achieve higher resource utilization

than other strategies. However, when the load is high, despite

low EBE, the rapid increase in ELC makes ES also increase

rapidly, since the Unmanaged strategy does not take any action

to guarantee the QoS of the LC applications.

Compared with the Unmanaged strategy, the LC-first strat-

egy allows the LC applications, to preempt the resources of

the BE applications if needed. Although the LC-first strategy

has a much lower ELC than the Unmanaged strategy, it incurs

a substantial increase in EBE.

Both PARTIES and CLITE use complete resource isolation

to mitigate interference among applications and satisfy the

QoS of LC applications. When the load of the LC applications

is low, many resources are allocated for the BE application

with the premise of guaranteeing the QoS of the LC applica-

tions, which leads to low EBE and ES. When the load is high

(e.g., the load of Moses and Img-dnn is 20%, respectively, the

Xapian’s load is larger than 50%), they allocate most resources

to the LC applications but few resources to the BE application,

which incurs high EBE and ES.

Fig. 8. Results when Xapian, Moses, Img-dnn and Fluidanimate are collo-
cated.

As shown in Figure 8(a), ARQ achieves the lowest ES

among all the strategies. ARQ reduces ELC more significantly

than other strategies, implying that QoS of the LC applications

has been guaranteed preferentially. ARQ has the lowest EBE

during most time among all the strategies based on resource

isolation. When the load is extremely high, it is reasonable

that ARQ has higher EBE than other strategies, because ARQ

lets LC applications preferentially occupy the resources of

the shared region. In this manner, the characteristic of all the

applications has been well utilized to improve the overall user

experience of all applications.

Figure 8(b) shows more detailed data regarding the tail

latency and IPC for one scenario (i.e., when the load of

Moses and Img-dnn is 40%). Taking the Unmanaged as the

baseline, ARQ reduces the tail latency by 66.5% on average,

while CLITE reduces by 43.6% and PARTIES reduces by

37.2%. When the load is low (i.e., Xapian’s load 6 50%),

compared with PARTIES and CLITE, ARQ increases IPC by

63.8% and 37.1%, respectively. When the load is pretty high

(i.e., Xapian’s load > 70%), ARQ preferentially optimizes tail

latency rather than IPC, and allocates resources to guarantee

the QoS of the LC applications.

Collocated with Stream: In this experiment, we instantiate

Stream with 10 threads to represent another type of severe

interference among applications. Figure 9 shows ELC, EBE and

ES of each strategy and detailed tail latency and IPC.

Neither the Unmanaged nor the LC-first strategy can satisfy

the QoS of the LC applications even if the load is low, resulting



Fig. 9. Results when Xapian, Moses, Img-dnn and Stream are collocated.

Fig. 10. ELC, EBE and ES when Xapian, Moses, Img-dnn and Stream are
collocated (the load of Moses is fixed to 20%).

in high ELC and ES. When the load of the LC applications is

low (e.g., Xapian’s load 6 50%, and the load of Moses and

Img-dnn is 20%, respectively), the other four strategies except

the Unmanaged strategy can maintain low ELC. When the load

of Xapian is 70%, and the load of Moses and Img-dnn is 40%,

respectively, only CLITE and ARQ can eliminate ELC and ES

to an ideal level. When the load of LC applications is pretty

high (i.e., the load of Xapian is 90%, and the load of Moses

and Img-dnn is 40%, respectively), only ARQ can achieve low

ELC and ES.

When the load of Img-dnn and Moses is 40%, respectively,

and the load of Xapian is 90%, neither PARTIES nor CLITE

can find a feasible resource allocation to satisfy the QoS of

Fig. 11. ELC, EBE and ES when Img-dnn, Moses, Sphinx and Stream are
collocated (the load of the LC applications is constant).

the LC applications. Nevertheless, ARQ has reduced ELC to

nearly zero (i.e., 0.06). Moreover, ARQ reduces ES by 73.4%

(i.e., from 0.94 to 0.25), while CLITE and PARTIES reduce

ES by 53.2% and 22.3%, respectively.

In the experiments above, ARQ achieves the highest yield

(the ratio of satisfactory LC applications) and the lowest

system entropy. Compared with PARTIES and CLITE, ARQ

increases the yield by 25% and 20% respectively (from 60%

and 65% to 85%). ARQ reduces ES by 36.4% and 33.3%

respectively (from 0.22 and 0.21 to 0.14).

Collocation with diverse loads: In this experiment, while

the load of Moses is fixed to 20%, the load of Xapian and

Img-dnn both varies from 10% to 90% when collocated with

Stream to comprehensively show the benefits brought by ARQ.

Figure 10 shows the entropy heatmap of ELC, EBE and ES

when either PARTIES or ARQ scheduling strategy is used.

By adopting the shared region, ARQ allocates more re-

sources for BE applications when the load of LC applications

is low (e.g., ELC equals 0), thus leading to lower EBE. When

the load is low (i.e., for the top-left region of each subgraph),

more resources are allocated to the shared region since the QoS

target of LC applications can be easily satisfied with small

private regions. BE applications can obtain more resources

from the shared region compared to PARTIES and achieve

lower EBE (details are shown in the two subgraphs in the

middle of Figure 10). When the load is high (i.e., for the

bottom-right region of each subgraph), LC applications can

obtain more resources from the shared region, thus leading to

lower ELC at the expense of higher EBE. The detailed reasons

are described in Figure 5 and Figure 6 in Section IV-C.

Another application collocation: We use another combi-

nation of applications (Img-dnn, Moses and Sphinx as the

LC applications and Stream as the BE application) to further

evaluate the scheduling strategies.

Figure 11 shows ELC, EBE and ES of different strategies

when the load of Moses and Sphinx is 20% (left) and 40%

(right) of the max load, respectively, and Img-dnn’s load varies

from 10% to 90%. When the load is low, ES of ARQ is

almost as the same as that of PARTIES. When the load is high,



Fig. 12. Tail latency, IPC and ES when 6 LC applications and 2 BE
applications are collocated (the load of the LC applications is 20%).

compared with the PARTIES, ARQ guarantees the QoS target

of the LC applications, reducing ES by 40.93% on average.

Collocation of even larger number of applications: In

this experiment, to further evaluate the effectiveness and ro-

bustness of the strategies, we double the number of collocated

applications. We concurrently run 6 different LC applications

(Moses, Xapian, Img-dnn, Sphinx, Masstree and Silo from

Tailbench) and 2 different BE applications (Fluidanimate and

Streamcluster from PARSEC). Figure 12 shows tail latency

and IPC when the load of each of the LC applications is 20%.

As shown in Figure 12, the number of collocated applica-

tions has been doubled on the same datacenter, and resource

contention becomes even more severe. Compared with PAR-

TIES, ARQ drastically reduces the tail latency of Moses and

Sphinx (from 29.88 to 5.75 ms, and from 7904 to 2514 ms,

respectively) at the cost of a slight increase on the tail latency

of Xapian (from 4.06 to 4.17 ms, still satisfying the QoS

target according to Table IV), thus reducing ES significantly.

Compared to PARTIES, ARQ reduces ES by 36.4% (from 0.33

to 0.21). Considering Figure 8 and 12, we can conclude that

the scalability of ARQ is very well.

B. The Case of Fluctuating Load

As many LC applications in a datacenter experience load

fluctuations (e.g., high load in the daytime and low load

at night) during execution [6], in this section, we evaluate

different strategies with a fluctuating load. We still choose

Xapian, Moses and Img-dnn as LC applications, and Stream

as BE applications. We set the load of Moses and Img-dnn as

20% and vary the load of Xapian from 10% to 90%. Figure

13(a) shows how Xapian’s load fluctuates. Figure 13(b) shows

the changes of ELC, EBE and ES for LC-first, PARTIES and

ARQ strategies. Figure 13(c) shows how ARQ and PARTIES

dynamically schedule resources to adapt to load fluctuations.

Figure 13 shows the data during 250 seconds (i.e., 500

data points). During this process, ARQ has 59 tail latency

violations, while PARTIES has 105 tail latency violations.

These tail latency violations are mainly due to the resource

adjustment after the load fluctuations.

In the beginning, the load of all the three LC applications

is low, and thus both PARTIES and ARQ can satisfy the QoS

target of all the LC applications. PARTIES only allocates 1

processing unit and 6 LLC ways to the BE application, while

ARQ allocates 7 processing units and 15 LLC ways to the

shared region. Consequently, compared with PARTIES, ARQ

has reduced EBE by 22.3% (i.e., from 0.85 to 0.66), and thus

Fig. 13. ELC, EBE and ES and the corresponding scheduling process of LC-
first, PARTIES, and ARQ (Xapian’s load is fluctuating).

the user experience of the BE applications has been improved

significantly.

During the 100s-120s, Xapian’s load is increased to 70%.

PARTIES fails to find an allocation to satisfy the QoS target,

leading to high ELC. ARQ succeeds in the exploration to find

an allocation that satisfies the QoS target. Although it causes

some increase in EBE, it deserves and is reasonable because

the overall user experience in terms of ES has been improved

significantly. During 120s-140s, Xapian’s load is increased to

90%; although neither PARTIES nor ARQ can reduce ELC to

0, ARQ has much lower ELC and ES than PARTIES.

In Figure 13, there are some spikes in the ELC curve

of PARTIES, because PARTIES tentatively downsizes the

resources of an LC application to maximize the resources of



the BE application. If the LC application no longer satisfies

the QoS target after downsizing, it would immediately recover

from the previous incorrect downsize action. As shown in

Figure 13, ARQ effectively mitigates the spiking phenomenon,

even though it has a downsize action that is more aggressive

than that of PARTIES.

ARQ eliminates the spiking phenomenon by occupying the

resources of the shared region. When the load of the LC

applications increases and the available resource is insufficient,

PARTIES gradually allocate more resources to satisfy the QoS

target. In ARQ, to avoid the rapid rise of the tail latency, the

LC applications quickly preempt the resources in the shared

region from the BE applications. Although this would harm

the throughput of the BE applications, it is worthwhile because

it guarantees the QoS of the LC applications.

VII. RELATED WORK

Interference Characterization: Scott et al. [48] proposed

using the service rate under interference and the duration of

time interference lasts to characterize interference. Prior work

[4, 20, 31, 38, 43, 55] used the values of IPC or execution time

before and after the applications have been interfered with to

quantify the interference. However, for the LC applications,

users do not concern about IPC, and the change of IPC

may be caused by interference from other applications or

by fluctuations in their load. Therefore, it is not appropriate

to use IPC to quantify the interference for LC applications.

Many researchers [10, 11, 30, 53, 57] use the tail latency before

and after the interference to quantify the interference of the

LC applications. However, the ideal tail latency for different

applications varies greatly (from the microsecond level to the

second level). Hence, we propose ES to unify the interfer-

ence of different LC and BE applications. As a measure of

interference, ES has interpretability and measurability, and its

analytical expression has all the required properties. Therefore,

ES is more formal, reasonable, and systematical than the ad

hoc metrics [44, 47, 48]. There may be applications that care

about both latency and IPC. In that case, we cloud either

choose a more critical performance metric, or come up with

an aggregated metric that takes various metrics into account.

It is a challenging scenario even without colocation, and we

will leave it as future work.

Resource Scheduling: How to schedule resources to satisfy

the QoS target of different types of applications in a datacenter

is a vital issue. Previous studies used software and hardware

level resource isolation techniques to manage resources to

eliminate interference on specific resources. Many feedback-

based resources managers have been proposed to detect and

respond to QoS violations using application state information

(such as tail latency and input load). Heracles [27] collocates

the LC applications and the BE applications safely using a

threshold-based method to manage interference. PARTIES [8]

dynamically adjusts the resource allocation of each application

by monitoring the tail latency to further improve the resource

utilization. CLITE [36] uses Bayesian optimization to explore

resource sensitivity to find an allocation with optimal perfor-

mance. Sturgeon [34] uses decision trees and binary search

to find out an allocation that can satisfy power consumption

constraints and QoS targets. Twig [33] uses multi-agent deep

reinforcement learning to improve the energy efficiency of

multiple LC applications. Although CLITE, Sturgeon and

Twig can all coordinately schedule multiple resources in one

step, they have limitations. Specifically, Sturgeon relies on

prior application knowledge and offline pre-training; CLITE

and Twig involve large amount of computations at runtime

to find the best allocation among a large pool of candidate

allocations, incurring more overhead and potentially worsening

applications’ performance. Besides, CuttleSys [25] regularly

evaluates the effect of current allocation and makes decisions

to adapt to the changes of the applications by collaborative

filtering and dynamically dimensioned search. Sinan [56] uses

CNN and Boosted Tree to predict end-to-end latency and QoS

violation probability based on historical system information.

Stretch [29] proposes a method to statically partition the ROB

and LSQ capacity resources of collocated tasks. They all

perform complete resource isolation for all the applications,

but have not explored the opportunities of sharing resources

at the right time to maximize resource utilization and system

throughput. Dunn [39] also uses CAT to partition the cache.

However, Dunn cares more about system fairness while ARQ

focuses on both fairness (between LC and BE applications)

and overall system performance.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

As cloud workloads are rapidly changing, it is challeng-

ing to achieve the perfect match between applications and

the underlying architecture in a datacenter. However, it is

crucial for a datacenter to simultaneously achieve high task

concurrency (for high resource utilization) and high QoS (in

terms of yield and IPC). In this study, we present the Ah-Q

which includes a theory and a strategy to address this issue.

Specifically, we have proposed system entropy, ES, a holistic

and analytical solution to the problem of quantifying the

interference incurred by resource contention in a datacenter.

We have proposed the ARQ algorithm to harvest the benefits of

resource isolation and sharing. We demonstrate the correctness

and effectiveness of ES and ARQ on the platform of a real

datacenter. Extensive experiments validated that ES is correct

and useful, and the associated ARQ strategy has improved the

overall user experience significantly. We also show that ES and

ARQ are easy-to-use and robust in diverse scenarios.
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